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Introductim

In the 1990's, it is becoming ever-pressing and necessary to educate the

young peopl-: of America in the communication skills of writing, reading.

speaking, and listening. Along with general science, humanities, and social

science courses, most universities specify that all students must complete

English and speech courses in order to possess proficient communication

skills. However, business and education leaders nationwide have noted

recently that "college graduates do not possess adequate communication skills.'

(Cronin ani Grice, 1990, p. 16).

Public school districts across the country, as well as colleges and

universities have begun to reinforce their efforts to increase oral and

written campetencies. With wriUng projects come increased levels of reading

projects as well. Personal writing and reading workshops have taken the

nation by storm.

In an effort to enhance students' written communication skills at

universities across the country, Writing Across the Curriculum programs are

being widely implemented. In addition to requiring a writing component within

core curriculum courses, all instructors, regardless of discipline, are

encouraged to include some writing as graded activities within e.ch course.

Depending on each university's financial or resource commitment, Writing

Across the Curriculum can include workshops for instructors to expose them to

methods for developing and evaluating writing activities, writing centers for

students and faculty needing tutoring or advice, and a competency test for all

students graduating from the university. These programs are no longer in the

infancy stage but have been nurtured and are becoming stable curriculum

components.
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In the speedh communication discipline, however, we are far behind our

English counterparts. Little has been done in this area to date. In fact,

MicKiernan (1990) writes that we have not assessed systematically communication

requirements, eNpectations, and instructional methods of courses within the

university. In College: The Undergraduate Experience in America, Boyer (1987)

notes that "the foundation for a successful undergraduate experience is

proficiency in the written and the spoken word" (p. 73). Writing Across the

Curriculum certainly identifies one aspect of the "successful undergraduate

experience" but it does not address the issue of oral communication

competency.

Boyer also reminds us that we speak more than we write. "Throughout our

lives we judge others, and we ourselves are judged, bywbat We say and how we

speak. The information age raises to new levels of urgency the need for all

stuaents to be proficient in the use of the spoken as well as the written

word" (p. 81). The purpcse of this paper is twofold. The first purpose is to

provide a justification for a SpeakingAmoss the Curriculum program. The

second purpose is to explain the procedure and results of an investigation

conducted at Eastern Illinois University that focuses on students' opinions of

a proposed Speaking Center. Also, conclusions and implications for future

research in this area will be presented.

Literature Review

As suggested above, the need exists to develop students' competencles in

the communication skills of speaking, reading, writing, and listening. As a

result of the current Writing Across the Curriculum ncvement, reading and

writing skills are being em)hasized. On the other hand, the only forum at

most universities for developing speaking and listening skills is found in the
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required basic speedh course.

Because the Writing Across the Curricuhlm movxnent has proven effective,

parallels can be drawn to the very recent Speaking Across .che Curriculum

mcvement. Bizzell and Herzberg (1986) state that Hervey Wiener, president of

the Council of Witing ProgramAdmirdstrators, estimates that there are now

about four hundred college-level writing acros* the curriculum programs. By

comparison, according to Cronin and Grice (1990), there are few college-level

speaking across the curriculum programs (p. 15).

In addition to the quantitative success of the Writing Across the

Curriculum movement, there is much qualitative success as well. The strength

of the Writing Across the Curriculum movement lies in the basic notion that

students learn to write by writingthrcugh practice, feedback, and response

(Moffett, 19831 p. 188). Eadh of these three areas will be addressed, and

their relationship to speaking across the curriculum will be presented.

Student practice in writing involves teachers in all disciplines using a

variety of writing assignments in their courses. Teachers in these courses

are not necessarily concerned with correcting students' grammatical errors as

they are with the process-oriented approach itself. Fulweiler (1981) states

that most teachers in disciplines other than English understand well that

writing, like reading and mathematics, cannot be the sole province of teachers

in any one discipline (p. 55).

Successful practice of this writing approach is demonstrated best when

instructors have been through a series of workshops on the teaching of

writing. At the Michigan TechnaL)gical University, five workshops are

designed to introduce content-area teachers to the theory and practice of

writing across the curriculum. Workshops include the following topics:
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exploring, journal writing, ideas and theoriea of James Britton, understanding

expressive writing, responding to writing, and composing (FUlweiler, 1981).

FUlweiler (1981) asks the inevitable question, "How do you influence your

colleagues to pay more attention to student writing?" His answer to this

question is, "Ask:them to write, to examine what they do when they write, and

to share their insights with each other. After all, that's really what a

writing workshop is--a time and a place for sharing among teachers who care"

(p. 63). It seems that speedh communication faculty could easily conduct

similar workshops for their colleagues in other academic disciplines.

Radford University was awarded a grant to develop an Oral Communication

program. According to Cronin and Grice (1990), the primary mission of the

Oral Communication Program is twofold: (1) To provide programming, facilities

and professional expertise to help faculty, staff and students improve oral

communication skills, and (2) Tb support and facilitate the incorporation of

oral communication into the undergraduate curriculum throughout Radford

University, using the Writing ACICGS the Curriculunt program as a model (p. 1).

Cronin and Grice (1990) also noted that students immllmxiwith the Oral

Communication Program at Radford University have "recognized the need for

upgrading their communication skills and have responded enthusiastically to

the activities encouraged by the Oral Communication Prograe (p. 14). This

program has received favorable review by administrators who provided the

financial resources, and faculty, who "appreciate the assistan,.)e available and

have been eager to make use of it" (p. 14).

After students practice writing, feedback and response are the next logical

steps in enhancing students' writing competencies. According to Moffett

(1983), feedback is any information a learner receives as a result of his/her

f;
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trial.
He compares this to the coaching situation: "This is isihere the coach

comes in. He/she is someone who observes the learner's actions and the

results, and points out what the learner cannot see for himself/herself.

He/She is a human scurce of feedback who supplements the feedback frau

inanimate things" (p. 189).

Feedback in the writing across the curriculum, movement is designed to be

supportive as weal as suggestive. Kirby and Liner (1981) offer advice to

teachers of writing advice as part of the feedback prtcess. They nete that

the first job is to huild confidence, and that teachers need to "teach them

that they don't have to be afraid of writinga task not really as difficult

as it may first appeae (p. 32).

If success has been found through feedback via prem.sen strategies in the

Writing Across the Curriculum movement, it would follow that the speech

ccmmunication discipline could adopt a similar technique. For example, when

critiquing speeches, instructors could offer strengths of student speeches as

well as eeegestions for improvement. This would be in lieu of using the

terminology "pcsitive" and "negative" for categorizing responses. Another

possibility is 'el provide an atmcephete where students can express themselves,

build their confidence, and reduce their anxiety. In the Writing Across the

Curriculum proctar, teachers are eecouraged to write with their students

during class. Similarly, faculty in the speech ccumunication discipline could

"speak" with their students.

The third element to imptwirrg written competencies involves elicitieg

responses from peers. Elbow (1986) notes two types of responses; subjective

and objectives subjective responses are those which give the facts of what

actually occurred in the observer or reader; those perceptions or reactions

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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which underlie judgrents, conclusions, or advice (p. 207). Objective

responses can ba grouped into three rain categories: adding ccetrol or

steering the student or peer, adding presence (energy, safety, support),

and/or adding perceptions and information (p. 211).

Eliciting peer response is also relevant to the speech comunimtion

discipline. However, no particular strategy currently exists to integrate

responding and critiquing into regular classroom procedure. It wculd make

sense, however, to form peer response grcups within classes and have eaCh

group be responsible for hearing peer speeches within thet group at some point

before the final product is presented in front of the whole class.

TO a large extent, the speech comminication discipline already incorporates

into its courses the previously discussed areas of practice, feeoback, ana

response. However, these concepts are not "across the curriculum" at this

point. As with writing, the universities need to ackncwledge the tact that

students need help with reducing their speech anxiety, organizing the content

of their speeches, outlining, and delivery skills. Given the increased class

size and load demand on faculty, it is not easy to work with students on a

one-to-one basis. In many cases, students are hesitant to seek their

professor's help outside the classrocm.

A, canpus-wide speaking center could benefit the students and faculty at any

university where the desire to increase oral communication proficiencies

exists. Students wuuld have the opportunity to practice speaking in front of

peer tutors, graduate assistants, and professional staff members. Equipment

and technology would be available so students could videotape their

performances and critique themselves before performing in class. Within a

non-threatening environment, students would also receive feedback and
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responses tram the Speaking Center staff. Peer groups could be formed to

support the particularly apprehensive student.

Faculty could also benefit frau the services of the Speaking Center in the

areas of practice, feedback, and response. Through workshops, they could be

pruvided with strategies for inoorporating oral communication activities into

their courses. Staff members could visit classes of faallty members

requesting assistance on presentational style or the implementation of an oral

communication activity.

The goal of the Writing Across the Curricilumucvenent is to increase

students' written communication competencies. The goal of the SpeakingAcitss

the Curriculum mcvement is to increase oral communication competencies.

Research suggests that both writing and oral competencies need to be stressed

more at the college and university level. Mich of what has been implemented

within Writing Across the Curriculum can be applied to Speaking Across the

Curriculum. As the one movement provides a Writing Center for students, our

proposal is to provide a Speaking Center.

The following section details an initial investigation that was designed to

determine the interest in and design possibilities for a Speaking Center at

Eastern Illinois University. The investigation's procedure, results,

statistical analyses as well as concluding observations are reported.

Method

At the present, the Department of Speech Communication at Eastern Illinois

University has proposed a Speaking Center for the university that would allow

students to receive help on oral communication projects. Other than equilment

needs (video and audio), the proposal does not specify how the Center would be
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configured. At least initially, however, providing assistance to students

with many speech-related activities will be the primary focus. The previous

section provided rationale for both the Speaking Acruss the Curriculum and a

Speaking Center. Since providing students with the opportunity to enhance

their oral communication skills is the primary reason for establishing a

Speaking Center, it makes sense to elicit their feedback.

Questionnaire

A 36-item questionnaire was compiled to answer the following primary

questions: (1) Are students in favor of the Speaking Center concept? and (2)

How Should the Speaking Center be designed? Answers to these concerns should

indicate the utility of a Speaking Center and provide suggestions for its

development. Of the 36-items, 17 were five-point Likert-type scale items

wherr.i the scale ranged from strongly agree to strongly disagree. TWelve items

weru constructed for bipolar answers (yes-no), and seven items required

students to choose four or five alternatives. Students noted their responses

on computerized sheets that were then scanned. Raw data, a raw data summary,

and mean and median scores were provided to the investigators.

The questionnaire was designed to address the two above-mentioned primary

concerns. However, additional information was requested in an effort to find

out more about the subjects' backgrounds and exposure to oral communication

activities. Demcgraphic questions asking the respondent's major, year in

school, and amount of course work completed in Speech Communication were

useful for determdning, to same extent, the degree of exposure students have

had to oral communication activities. Also, the student's major and year in

school might have some influence on how he/she perceives the benefit of the
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Speaking Center.

Questions related to communication apprehension and communication

competence were asked because of the possibility that students with higher

levels of communication apprehension Tight perceive the Speaking Center as

more beneficial than students with lower levels of communication apprehension.

Also, students with lower communication competency scores right perceive the

Speaking Center as more beneficial than students with higher communication

competency scores. The statistical mean for five questions, developed by

Spielberger, et al. (1970) was used to determine communication apprehension.

The statistical mean for six questions, taken from Rubin's (1985)

Communication Competency Assessment Instrument was used to determine the mean

level of communication competence.

An additional six five-point Likert-type scale questions were asked to

determine the respondent's overall impression of the proposed Speaking Center

anci learning preference (video-tape, audio-tape, written material or one-on-

one). Five additional questions asked about staffing the Speaking Center,

beneficial services the Speaking Center could provide, and most and least

preferred learning style. Six bipolar questions were asked to determine

student perceptions of the utility of a Speaking Center. Finally, seven

demographic questions asked for the student's major, year in school, and

amount of exposure to communication courses.

Sub'ects

Out of a population of approximately 9000 students, 1000 were solicited

through campus mail and through classroom visitations by two research

assistants. The mailed questionnaire was sent to on-campus students only.

Hence, these respondents lived in residence halls and were mostly freshmen and

ii BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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sophomores. All subjects were provided with a brief description of what the

Speaking Center proposes .co accomplish. Once responses to the mailing were

received, attempts were made to solicit students so that a stratified sample

could be gathered. Questionnaires were collected over a three-week period,

and an ongoing tally was kept so that srecific classes could be targeted. In

all cases, participation in this investigation was voluntary.

Research assistants visited classrooms ranging from freshman to senior

level designations and representing a variety of disciplines (sociology,

psychology, business, economics, speech ccumnication). More freshmen were

polled than sophomores; more sophomores than juniors; more juniors than

seniors. Given that the investigators were interested in comparing Speech

majors' responses with responses from e:her disciplines, approximately orle-

fourth of the subjects were Speech majors. The other reqpanderts were

categorized according to the following majors: business, education,

undeclared, or "other." Approximately one-fourth of the subjects were

Business majors, approximately 15 percent were Education majors, and the

remaining were either undeclared or "other."

Based on the questionnaire results, in addition to knowing the respondent's

major and year in school, the investigators were also able to determine how

many speech courses respondents have completed or are currently taking. Sixty-

six percent of the subjects had at least one speech course in high school.

Seventy-percent have taken or are currently enrolled in the basic speech

course at EIU, SPC 1310. Only 339 have completed three to six hours in speech

courses other than SPC 1310; 199 of these were speech majors. Similarly, 228

respondents reported having ccmpleted nine or more hours in speech mumes

other than the basic one; 179 of these were speech majors. When asked to
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respond to the statement, "I plan to take additional Speech COmmanication

courses as electives," 298 indicated "Yes." Ct these, 128 were Speech majors.

These results demonstrate that many students have had courses that

specifically involve oral communication activities, and over one-fourth are

planning to take additional courses whidh involve such activities.

Given that the focus of the Speaking Center is to help with SpeEtkingAcztss

the Curriculum, we want to recognize that oral communication activities are

not solely the province of Speech Communication. In this investigation,

students were asked to respond to the statement, "I have had courses outside

Speech Communication that involved some speaking component such as a speech,

presentation, or role-play." Approximately 70% of the respondents answered in

the affirmative. Hence, oral communication activities are found in courses

outside the speech communication discipline.

Results

Results of this questionnaire clearly indicate a preference for the

Speaking Center. Results also show that students have preferred methods for

learning, and no particular preference for who staffs the Speaking Center. A

summary of the raw data for the entire sample (1000 subjects) is found in

Appendix A. A mean or percentage comparison of the total sample with Speech

Communication majors and non-Speech Communication majors is presented in

Appendix B. Results will be discussed in order of questions outlined in the

nEthod section.

Are ents in favor of the Speaking Center concept

One item was designed to answer this question specifically, and three items
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were develaped to assess the respondent's perception about oral commnication

activities, in general. The first item was the statement, °Having a Speaking

Center available for students in all academic departments is a gcod idea."

Over 80% of the respondents said, 'ries."

The second item related to how students perceive oral presentations.

Students were asked to indicate why oral presentations (outside of speech

communication) are nat beneficial. The negative answers included the

follading: "faculty members do not explain the assignments clearly," "toomuch

of the course grade depends on these assignments," and "I am afraid to speak

in front of groups." Tne last option stated, "None of the above." Oral

presentations are beneficial." Close to 50 percent of the respondents chose

the last option. Approximately 15 percent chose the second, third, and fourth

options. Only 83 of the 1000 subjects indicated that, "Faculty members do not

explain these assignments clearly."

Two items concerning oral cammunication activlties were construcbad so that

students could place their responses on a five-point Idkert-type scale (1 =

strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree). The mean for the statement, "As a

student, I find having some oral cammunication experience beneficial to my

learning in the classrocm" was 1.5, which falls between "strongly agree" and

"agree." Out of the 1000 respondents, 633 noted "strongly agree." For the

statement, "I think more courses (other than speech communication) should have

some oral presentation component" the mean was 2.3, which falls between

"agree" and "neutral."

In addition to determining whether or not students favor the Speaking

Center, it is important to discover if they would use it. Five bipolar

questions were designed to discover whether or not students would use the

4
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Speaking Center, and under what conditions students wculd use its services.

Responding to the statement, "I might cmider using the services available

through the Speaking Center," only 15% of the respondents said, "No." Over 85

percent of the respondents said, 4o" to the staterwat, "The Speaking Center

should be available to Speech Cammanication students only." Ninety-four

percent of the students noted that the Speaking Center should be free of

charge, and 85 percent stated that students would, use the Speaking Center on a

voluntary basis. In responding to a related statement, only 186 of the 1000

students indicated "yes" to the statement, "Students would use the Speaking

Center only if it were part of the course requirement."

How should the SceaRimCenter be designed?

Given that students agree that the Speaking Center would be beneficial and

that students would use its services, and assuming that funding is found for

the Speaking Center, design issues must be addressed The questionnaire

addressed the following issues: (1) Which services would be most beneficial?

(2) What learning methods are most preferred? and (3) Who should staff the

Speaking Center?

One item asked students to ident.ifywhich service offered by the proposed

Speaking Center would most benefit students. Possible responses and the

percentage of students indicating each are as follows: topic deliclopeent

(12.2%), outlining (9.3%), class presentations/speeches (34.6%), presentation

format (11.6%), and speech anxiety (33%). The results show that class

presentations and speech anxiety are the two major concerns students have

concerning oral comnunication activities.
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This investigation examined four learning methods: writtenmatAxials,

audio-tapes, video-tapes, and one-on-one. Although all methcds will be

available for students, decisions will be made as to hag =oh money should, be

allocated for what Student learning preference is important to

know for resource acquisition as well as for design of the Speaking Center.

Six items were developed to assess student learning preferences. Four

statements asked students to note their degree of interest in each of the

learning preferences. For example, students were asked to respond, on a five-

point Likert-type scale (strongly agree-strongl disagree) to the following

statement, "If I used the Speaking Center, I would, be interested in watching

videotam relating to the area with which I sought heap." The only learning

preference which received a mean score between "strongly agree" and "agree"

was one-on-one (mean = 1.6). The other learning method preferences, according

to the mean scores were:videotapes (2.1), written material (2.4), and

audiotapes (2.5). No learning preference fell outside the range of "agree" to

"neutral."

Two items were developed to assess students' most preferred and least

preferred learning method. Overwhelmingly, the mcst preferred learning method

was "one-to-one basis." Seventy-six percent of those responding chose this

preference. Percentages for the other preferences are as follows: videotapes

(13.3%), written material (5.8%), and audiotapes (3.5%). When indicating

their least preferred learning method, students clearly indicated two learning

methods; written material (45.7%) and audiotapes (42.5%). Only 6.5 % of the

respondents chose videotapes as their least preferred method, and 4.2% chose

one-to-one.

Staffing decisions will be 2mportant becauze the Speaking Center needs to

1 6
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provide a professional yet comfortable atmosphere for students so they will

utilize its services. Possible staff include peer tutors, graduate students,

and/or faculty. Students were asked, "Who would you feel most comfortable

with having as a tutor?" No clear preference was indicated. In fact, results

show that over one third of the respondents noted "no preference" (38.2%).

Those who indicated a preference generally chose either taculty (23.6%) or

graduate students (22.5%). Only 137 out of 1000 students indicated that they

would be most comfortable with a peer tutor.

L_zA.;ip_muniticaensionandCommunication Competency Comparisons

Although the primary interests in this investigation were to determine whether

or not students are in favor of a Speaking Center and to gather feedback

concerning the design of the Speaking Center, we were also interested in how

the students perceived their levels of communication apprehension and

communication competence. It was thought that their responses relating to the

Speaking Center might be influenced by their perceived level of apprehension

and communication competency. Someone who perceives hin/herself to be

ccmmunicatively apprehensive might find the Speaking Center to be beneficial

whereas someone with a lower level of communication apprehension might not

find it beneficial. The same would be true conoerning communication

competence. Also, it was thought that Speech Communication majors would have

a lower communication apprehension score than all other majors.

T"tests were computed to test the difference in mean scores between Speech

Communication majors and all other majors. A significant difference was found

when comparing the nean communication apprehension score of Speech

Commnication majors with all other majors (t = 9.78; p > .01). Speech
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Communication majors peroaimxittmsnlves to be less apprehensive than other

majors. 'the mean score for Speedh Cammunication majors was 2.89 and for other

majors, the mean score was 3.62. These scores are on a five-point scale,

ranging from strongly agree (1) to strongly disagree (5). TWo of the five

ccmmunication apprehension items were stated in the negative but were recoded

for the statistical analysis.

The statistical analysis also indicated that Speedh Communication majors

perceived themselves to be more communicatively competent than other majors (t

= 5.29; p > .01). The mean score for Speech Communication majors on the

communication competency scale was 2.18; for other majors, the mean score was

2.40.

Additional t-tests were computed to compare the mean communication

apprehension scores of the speech majors who said "yes" to the statement,

"Having a Speaking Center is a good idea" with those who said "no." Analyses

were also conducted comparing other majors who indicated "yes" with those who

reported, "no." A significant difference was found between speech majors

responding in the affirmative and those responding in the negative (t = 2.13;

p > .04). However, the communication apprehension scores of those reporting

that the Speaking Center would not be beneficial were higher than those who

reported that it would be beneficial.

On the other hand, the difference between means of the other speech majors

who reported that the Speaking Center would be beneficial and those who said

it wouldn't be beneficial was also statistically significant, and the

communi,zation apprehension scores of those reporting in the affirmative were

higher than those who perceived no benefit (t = 3.09; p > .01). For those

reporting "yes," their mean score was 3.68; for those reporting "no," the mean
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score was 3.37. It dhould also be noted that the mean communication

apprehension score of the Speech Communication majors who noted that having a

Speaking Center is a good idea was lower than the mean score for the other

majors who responded favorably (Speech Communication mean = 2.83; other majors

mean = 3.68)

Oth isons between Communication Ma ors and Other Ma ors

Speech communication majors and other majors were also compared on the

following items: (1) As a student, I find having some oral communication

experience beneficial to my learning in the classroom, (2) I think more

courses (other than Speech Communication) shou.ld have same oral presentation

component, (3) If I used the Speaking Center, I would be interested in

watching videotapes relating to the area with which I sought help, (4) If I

used the Speaking Center, I would be interested in listenina to audiotapes

relating to the area with which I sought help, (5) If I used the Speaking

Center, I would be interested in xeading_mritten material relating to the area

with which I sought help, and (6) If I used the Speaking Center, I would be

interested in working with the staff at the Speaking Center on a one-to-one

basis.

All items revealed a statistical difference when comparing the mean score

for Speech Cummunication majors with the mean score from other majors. In all

cases, Speech Communication majors had a lower mean score. All analyses were

significant at the p > .01 level or lower. Given that the Speech

Communication majors have chosen a discipline that involves oral communication

activities, it would make sense that they would find oral cammunication

experiences beneficial (mean score for Speech Communication majors = 1.28;

1 ;I
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other majors = 1.63). Also, it is logical to assume that they would strongly

agree that more courses should have some oral presentation component (memn

score for Speedh Communication majors = 1.57; other majors = 2.5). Even

though both items revealed a significant difference, as one can see by the

mean scores, there was as greater disparity in scores regarding the notion of

having other courses include same oral component.

Four items related to learning preference. Again, there was a significant

difference between the scores of Speech Canmunication majors and the scores of

other majors. In each case, the particular learning method was rated more

highly by Speech Communication majors than by other majors. In all cases,

however, the mean difference was never greater than .4. The preference order

was also the same; Speech ConmaniaM:jkri majors and other majors find one-to,

one learning most preferred and listening to audiotapes least preferred.

Conclusion

This investigation showed that students find oral communication experiences

beneficial to their learning in the classroom. They also agreed that more

courses outside the speech communication discipline should have some oral

presentation component. Additionally, students think that having a Speaking

Center available for students in all academic departments is a good idea.

Results indicated that students would use the facilities on a voluntary basis;

not just as a course requirement. In other words, students do perceive the

Speaking Center favorably. Results investigation support developing a

Speaking Center on campus.

Although this investigation's primary concern involved testir 3loadents'

reactions to a proposed Speaking Center, the secondary concern related to
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design features. Several design-related conzlusP: can be drawn. First,

results of this questionnaire suggest that staffing is not students' major

concern. Althcugh subjects preferred graduate students and faculty over peer

tutors, many subjects indicated no preference. There was no clear indication

that the Speaking Center shculd be staffed by faculty; this may be cost-

effective in the long run.

Second, results suggest that much of the Speaking Center's focus needs to

be on speech anxiety and class presentations. Students noted speedh anxiety

and class presentations or speeches as the services they think will mcst

benefit students. Not only is this information helpful in terms of developing

the Center, but it is necessary information for resource allocation. The

Center needs ewipment to videotape students who are working to reduce their

speedh anxiety and/or trying to enhance their presentational skills.

Third, this investigation revealed student's strong preference for one-on-

one help. Given the overwhelming agreement that one-on-one help is the most

preferred learning method, when developing the Speaking Center, resources need

to be allocated for sufficient staff. %bile students indicated that they would

use other learning methods.such as watching videotapes, listening to

audiotapes, and reading material on their area of concern, at least initially,

compiling these resources is not essential.

Earlier in this paper the authors demonstrated the need for developing oral

ccmmunication competencies. We also noted the similarities between Writing

Across the Curriculum and Speaking Across the Curriculum. Given that writing

centers are frequently part of the program to improve written ccepetencies, we

noted that having a speaking center would aid students working to improve

their oral competencies. This investigation revealed that students from a
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variety of disciplines see the benefit to sudh a center and would consider

using its facilities. Results also provided us with feedback concerning how

the Speaking Center might be configured. FUrther research could delve into

students' perceived needs in relationship to their oral communication

competencies. However, results of this investigation are sufficiently strong

to warrant continue to pursue this proposed project.

2
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kppendix A

lituatmu laf. Wm Data

*L slita ma ***Ali 41****2

I Teel tense
about giving an oral
presentation.

24t 393 86 215 56

I feel calm about
giving an oral present-
ation.

h9 225 136 412 152

I feel at ease about
giving an oral present-
ation.

71 235 156 392 142

I feel relaxed 'about

giving an oral.present-
ation.

53 186 159 430 165

I feel jittery about
giving an oral present-
ation.

215 432 104 181 60'

When speaking with
some one, the words I
use say one thing while
my face and tone of
voice say something
different.

28 125 209 456 180

When giving a speech. 122 514 215 127 /7

I speak clearly and dis-
tinctis/.

When I give directions
to another person, the
directions are accurate.

170 635 119 67 6

When glving a speech, 155 482 246 102

I thoroughly express and
fully defend my positioos
on issues.

When I have to intro-
duce myself in a class, I
am able to fully and

161 452 160 206 17

consisely describe tro:, in-
terests and let others
know who I am.

BES T COPY AVAILABLE

24
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Appendix A

*1 Itsa ***I **1 **MI

have to answer a 50 79 220 555 . 95
question several times
before others seem
satisfied with my
answers.

Strongly Agree
** Agree
*** Undecided
**** Disagree
***** Strongly Disagree

XII

Having a Speaking 823 150
Center available for
students in ail academic
departments is a good idea.

The Speaking Center should
available to Speech Communication
stuoents only.

96 955

Having a Speaking Center
offered to students tree of cnarne

93/ 45

is a good idea.

Students woui.3 use tne SpfraKino 845 /24
Center on a voluntary basls.

Students would use tne ieb
speaking Center only, if it
were part of the course
requirement.

I might consider using els 149
the services available through
the Speaking Center.



Appendix A

*I **a ***1 *****1

Ms a student, I
find having some oral
communication experience
is beneficial to my
learning in the classroom.

633 232. 78 35 1/

I think more courses
totnwr than SPC) should
have some oral presentation
component.

344 2iu .160 121 72

If I used the Speak-
ing Center, I would be
interested in wetchino

352 356 169 78 28

videotapes relating to the
area with which I sought
help.

If I used the /08 345 203 185 51
Speaking Center, I
would be interested in
listenino ta fudisatapes
relating to the area with
which I sought help.

If I used the /Ot 411 189 141
Speakina, I would be
interested in readina
written material reiating
to tne area with which
I sought help.

If I used the 573 321 71 25
bpeaking Lenter, I would
be interested in working
with the staff at the
Speaking uenter on a
one-to-one basis.

Strongly Agree
** Agree
*** Undecided
**** Disagree
***** Strongly Disagree

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Which service offered
by the proposed Speaking
Center do you think will
most benefit students?
A. Topic development
B. outlining
C. class presentations
u. presentation format
E. speech anxiety

Who would you feel
malt comfortable having
as a tutor ( check only
one): A. peer/studelnt
B. graduate student
C. faculty
D. no preference

Which is your post
preferred method for
learning at the Speaking
Center? A.videotapes
b. audiotapes
C. written material
u. one-to-one basis

Which is your least
preferred method for
learning at the Speaking
Center? A. videotapes
b. audiotapes
C. written material
u. one-to-one basis

Oral presentations

Appendix A

122 61 346 116 330

137 225 236 382 18

133 35 58 760 7

h5 4.25 457 4-..!

1 15/ 137 463

putside oat qe.g. are not
beneficial as course
requirements because
( choose the 2rat item
that most applies):
A. faculty members do not
explain these assignments
clearly.
B. Too much of the course
grade depends on these
assignments.
C. I am afraid to speak
in front ot groups.
D. Ihe assignments seem
irrelevant to class material.
E. MonA of the above. Oral
presenttions ate peneficial



Appendix A

a

Year in schooi: 290 283 242 180
A. Freshman
B. Eophmore
C. Junior
D. Senior

Major; 233 264 138 78 315
A. Speech Communication
L. business
C. Education
U. Undeclared
E. Other

NCI

I completed at 661 322
least one speecn course
in high school.

I completed or am 6'16 294
currently enrolled in
SPC 1:310.

I completed 3-6 641
hours in SPE: courses
other than SPC 13104

I completed 9 or 228 759
more hours In SPC
courses other than SPC
131.0.

296 663
I plan to take

additional SPC courses as
electives.

I have had courses 69V 297
outside Speech Commun-
ication that involved
some speaking component
such as speech, present-
ation, or rql* play.



WESTIONS

cassmialsaLtim
Andrehonsion

Appendix B

CM ELME

au .

Non
Respondents Speech agiagt

I feel tense
about giving an oral
presentation.

2.1 2.9 2.0

I feel calm about
giving an oral present-
ation.

3.7 2.6 3.8

I feel at ease about
giving an oral present-
ation.

3.6 2.5 3.7

I feel relaxed about
giving an oral present-
ation.

3.7 2.9 3.9

I feel jittery about
giving an oral present-
ation.

communication Comoetence

2.2 2.5 2.1

When speaking with some-
one. the woros i use say one
thing wnile my face ano tone
of volce say something
different.

3.9 3.8

When giving speech. 2.1 2.3
I speak clearly and dis-
tinctly.

When I give directions
to anotner person, the dir-
ections are accurate.

2.1. 1.9 2.0

When giving a speecn, 2.2 2.0 2.3
I thoroughly express and
fully defend my positions
on issues.

When I have to intro-
duce myself in a class, I

2.2 2.v 2.3

am able to fully and consise-
ly describe my interests ana
let others know who I am.

pt,



WESTIONS

Communication
G121121.thaarat.

I have to answer a
question several times be-
fore otners seem satisfieo
with my answer.

pemooraohics ama ppinions

Appendix B

As a student, I find having
some oral communication exp-
erience is beneficial to my
learning in the classroom.

think more courses
tothl-Ir tnan SPC) should have
some oral presentation com-
ponent.

Mel WM
au Non

Baskengsaft 2211ah Smash

3.8 3.8

1.5 1.1

2.0 1.3 2.3

au
Besbondeat1

02

MEAN 20.13E

02
$deecll

Y.11

Having a bpeaKing 15.0 ei.5 15.4

Center available for
students in all aca-
demic departments is
a good idea.

The Speing Y6 85.5 i5.,e /7.5

Center should be
available to Speecn
Communication students
gnlv.

Having a Speaking 93.7 45 93 5.3

Center offered to stud-
ents frek g± gharoe is
a good idea.

Students would
use the speaking Center
on a voluntary basis.

84.5 12.9 79.7 17.2

Students would 18.6 76.7 22.0 72.;

use the Speaking
Center conlo, it it were
part of the course re-
quirement.

N2M
U2SIgh
XXX 02

62.5 14.9

7.e 87.E

93.4 4.3

85.9 11.6

17.6 77.9



Ossolraphirs
ansi. piriions

I might consider
using tile services
available through tne
Speaking Center.

I completed at
least one speech course
in high school.

I completed or am
currently enrolled in
SPC 1310.

I completed 3-6
hours in SPC courses
other, than SPC 1310.

I completed 9 or
more hours in SPC
courses other than SPC
1310.

I plan to take
additional SPC
courses as electives.

I have had courses
outside bpeech Commun-
ication that involved
some speaking component
such as speech, present-
ation, or role play.

Learnina Preference

APPENDIX B

tam wan
All ti2M

Respondents . Apeech 12211h
UAL 02.

81.5 14.9

66.1 42.2

69.6 4:9.4

33.9 64.1

75.9

29.8 68.3

69.0 21.7

If I used the Speak-
ing Center, 1 would be
interested in gaisibidia
videotapes relating to the
area with which I sought
help.

X111. D2

83.7 14.1

70.9 26.0

78 20.7

87.7 10.6

78.9 20.3

5.5.4 40.5

76.0 20.7

80.9 15.1

64.7 34.0

61.1 32.0

18.1 79.8

,3.3 92.2

2.0 76.5

6o.4 32.3

MEAN arig2BE
All tisla

Etuagnatata filattab. 52221D.

If I used the Speaking
Center, I would be interested
in Ilatankaa ileril.otADoka
relating to the area wktn
whicn 1 sought mil).

1.9 1.6 2.V

3 1

2.1



isteraina P r e /wren ce

If I used the Speaking
Center, / would be inter-
ested in ret0;no written
material relating to the

area with which I sought
help.

traaU =BE
All tibla

Respondents Speech 2222Ih

If I used the Speaking
Center, I would be inter-
ested an working with the
staff at the Speaking Center
on a one-to-one basis.

Learnina Preference

2.2 1.9 2.3

i.4 1.3 1.4

MEAN, SCORE

a C.

Which service offered
by the proposed Speaking
Center do you think will .

most benefit students'?

12.2*
6.3**
11.0***

9.3
9.3
5.2

34.6
37.0
33.9

11.6 34.6
13.2 37.0
11.1 33.9

A. Topic development
8. outlining
C. class presentations
D. presentation tormat
t. speech anxiety

Who would you feel 37 22.5 23.6 38.2

emt. comfortable having 14.1 24.2 21.8 3o.8

as a tutor ( check only
one):

13.6 22.0 22.4 40.4

A. pmerfstudent
B. graduate student
C. faculty
D. no preference

Which is your post 11.3 35 58 76.0

preferred method for -
13.7 3.1 4.4 76.7

learning at the .13.2 3.6 6.2 75.8

Speakingltenter?
A. videotapes
B. udiotapes
c. written material
D. ono-to-one basis

:3 2

3EST COPY MULE



DISU Irs2BL

Lea rn ina, preferonce a C. 2.

Which is your least
preferred method for
learning at the Speaking
A. videotapes
S. audiotapes
C. written material
D. one-to-one basis

Oral presentations
outside, g_t 111Q are not
beneficial as course
requirements because
choose the gne item

that most applies):
A. faculty members do not
explain these assignments
clearly.
B. Too much ot the course
grade depends on these
assignments.
C. I am afraid to speak in
front of groups.
D. The assignments seem ir-
relevant to class material.
E. None of the above. Oral
presentations are beneficial.

A.
B.
C.
D.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

a

65 42.5 45.7 42
6.2 42.7 46.7 4.0
6.6 42.4 45.4 4.3 Center?

63 15.9 15.1 13.7 46.3
10.1 11.5 6.2 12.3 59.9
7.8 17.2 17.7 14.1 42.3

v. a

Year in school: 29.0* 28.3 *24.2
Freshman 6.2** 20.7 35.2
Sophmore 357*** 30.5 21.0
Junior
Senior

a 2. R

Major:
Speech Communication
Business
Education
Undeclared
Other

23.3
22.7

23.4
aliwims awe

34).1

13.8 78
111011,

10.0

11111..

17.9.111

Non respondents
** Speech
s** Non Speecm

18.0
37.4
12.3

31.5

40.8


